
Sample Exercises on Error Analysis 

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a,b,c, and d: 

1. In the sentence "Yesterday I go to the university and I meet my new 

professor," the learner ……………. 

 a. avoids the heavy pressure of all endingless verb forms   

 b. cuts down the tasks involved in sentence production  

 c. prefers using the present to the past tenses 

 d. communicates the meaning using acceptable structures 

 

2. The learner who utters a structure like "The man who I saw him," 

instead of either "The man who I saw," or "The man I saw" violates 

……………. 

 a. the limitation on subjects in structures with who    

 b. the limitation on objects in structures with who  

 c. the limitation on subjects in structures with whom   

 d. the limitation on objects in structures with whom 

 

3. A major factor in the misuse of prepositions in such constructions as he 

asked to me and we discussed about it is … 

 a. attempting by analogy to misuse the same verb with  

             similar prepositions    

 b. attempting by analogy to use the same verb with  

             similar prepositions 

 c. attempting by analogy to misuse the same preposition       

              with similar verbs  

 d. attempting by analogy to use the same preposition with  

             similar verbs  



 

4. When a learner responds to his teacher's question: 'How much does it 

cost?' by saying 'It cost ten dollars', the learner maybe  ……………. 

 a. less interested in achieving communication than 

             producing grammatically correct sentences  

 b. more interested in producing grammatically correct 

             sentences than achieving communication   

 c. more interested in achieving communication than 

         producing grammatically correct sentences 

 d. more interested in both achieving communication and 

       producing grammatically correct sentences 

 

5. The vocabulary error detected in the sentence 'By studying at home we 

ignore culture shock,'   is an example of  …………….errors. 

 a. no-relation    

 b. near-synonym   

 c. coined-word     

 d. ellipsis  

 

6. The vocabulary error detected in the sentence 'Mobile phones cause 

the derivation of the youth,'   is an example of  …………….errors. 

 a. no-relation     

 b. near-synonym   

 c. coined-word     

 d. synform  

 

 

 



7. The grammatical error detected in the sentence 'The stalls that did sell 

handbags were many,'   is an example of….errors. 

 a. WVF     b. Pr-P  

 c. WS      d. AO 

8. The grammatical error detected in the sentence 'The best thing I saw 

there is the zoo ,'   is an example of  ……….errors. 

 a. UI      b. Pr-P  

 c. WS      d. AO 

9. The grammatical error detected in the sentence 'First thing I did was 

going to a restaurant to have lunch,'   is an example of  ………….errors. 

 a. UI      b. Pr-P   

 c. WS      d. AO  

 

10. The grammatical error detected in the sentence 'I am very much sorry 

to them,'   is an example of  ………….errors. 

 a. AO      b. Pr-P   

 c. WS      d. UI  

 

  



B) Read the following sentences carefully and decide if they are 

TRUE (√  ) OR FALSE (X): 

 

1. One major step for teachers to correct written errors is to begin with 

asking the student if he or she can self-correct. If the student is able to 

correct the error, then the student has acquired the rule but the rule has 

not yet become automatic in the student's writing. This error will  require 

explicit instruction.    (√  ) / (X) 

 

2. While error correction should occur at some level, the meaning of the 

written piece is the most important element. Students need time to pass 

through developmental stages—including producing all the errors of each 

particular stage.      (√  ) / (X) 

 

3. F.G. French gives the following example of how a common article 

mistake is produced by rational analogy. In English we say The sparrow is 

a small bird. Sparrows are small birds. Since the statements are exactly 

parallel a logical substitute for the second sentence would be: The 

sparrows are small birds.     (√  ) / (X) 
 

4. A learner's mistakes are significant in that they provide the researcher 

with evidence of how language is learned or acquired, what strategies or 

procedures the learner is employing in the discovery of the language.  

        (√  ) / (X) 
 

5. By analogy with the learner's previous experience of Subject +Verb + 

Object constructions, the learner feels that there is something incomplete 

about 'this is the professor I respect' , and so adds the object (him) after 

the verb, as he has been taught to do elsewhere. Hence, it becomes 'this is 

the professor I respect him.'    (√  ) / (X) 

 

6. Teachers can help the language acquisition process of students by 

providing quick, efficient, and accurate error detection instruction.  

     (√  ) / (X) 

 

 

 



7. Rather than reflecting the learner's inability to separate two languages, 

intralingual and developmental errors reflect the learner's competence 

at a particular stage, and illustrate some of the general characteristics of 

language acquisition.     (√  ) / (X) 

 

8. One major step for teachers to correct written errors is to look at the 

errors for corrections. Is there one (or more) errors that are more 

prevalent? Is there one error that seems to disrupt the meaning of the 

paper more than the others?    (√  ) / (X) 
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